
FREE ONLINE PROGRAMME

Saturday 21st September 2019

2:30pm Kick Off

v   LLANDUDNO FC



A very warm welcome to The EUROGOLD Stadium for this afternoons tough 

test against a very strong LLANDUDNOFC side.

We would also like to welcome the LLANDUDNO officials, staff, players, fans 

as well as our own fantastic supporters.

We hope you enjoy the match!

League
Welsh Premier League (1992-2018)
• Champions (3) 1993-94, 1994-95, 2010-11

Northern Premier League (1968-79, 81-82, 84-92)
• Champions (1) (1981-82)

North Wales Coast League (1893-1968)
• Champions (5) 1895-96, 1899-00, 1900-01, 1903-04, 1919-20

Cups

Welsh Cup
• Winners (8) 1889, 1896, 1962, 1998, 2000, 2008, 2009, 2010

North Wales Coast Challenge Cup
• Winners (13) 1927, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1947, 1951, 1958, 1965, 1968, 1993, 

1999, 2005, 2012

Northern Premier League Challenge Cup
• Winners (1) 1969

Northern Premier League President’s Cup
• Winner (1) 1989

Northern Premier League Shield
• Winners (1) 1987

North Wales Coast Amateur Cup
• Winners (9) 1895, 96, 98, 99, 1900, 03, 05, 06, 12

North West Wales Challenge Cup
• Winners (1) 1896

CLUB HONOURS



Llangefni Town FC 0

Bangor City FC       1 (Francesco Serafino 13’)

“The victory away at Llangefni was a real squad effort with Delvecchio, 

Zaminga, Dalia, Zoumbare and Kiwanda out through injury, Atkinson 

awaiting ITC, Ruane and Thompson having to drop to the bench due to 

the delays on the A55 and Baio coming off injured during the game.” 

“The performance put in by those coming in was superb. To keep a clean 

sheet and the win with so many changes is a credit to them and the depth 

we have within the squad. We have to start making the dominance count 

and start to convert the chances that we create!”  Manager Stephen Vaughan 
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PIERO CAUTERUCCI

Elliot Foster

Best player you’ve played with? Juan Surraco (US. Pistoiese)

Which of your team-mates has the best-looking girlfriend?                     

James Thomas (She must be the reason why they call him Smiler!)

Most vain? Francesco Serafino… The tattoo’s, hair, skin, outfit are always 

perfect

Most fined? Lucas Surber… Always getting yellow and red cards

Best friends in the group? Massimo Sammartino & Francesco Leghissa

Best banter? Simone Rea

Worst banter? Gozzerini… The most serious man in the world

Biggest moaner? Azizou Zoumbare… Always moaning about an injury

Hobbies outside of football? Tennis and drinking coffee

Best dressed? Gabriele Brino

Worst dressed? Emanuele Zaminga (again)

Best trainer? Massimo Sammartino

Worst trainer? Lorenzo Castaldo 

Sporting hero? Gennaro Gattuso
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G BRINO                          E DALIA                    F Di CRESCENZO                   Y BAIO

P CAUTERUCCI               D THOMPSON                       A RUANE                     P VIEIRA

J THOMAS                  L ARMSTRONG                   F LEGHISSA                     M BRUNO                        

H BLACKBURN               F SERAFINO                   M SAMMARTINO              A ZOUMBARE       

L NAPOLITANO               M De MARIA                      E ZAMINGA                    D KIWANDA
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PLAYER PROFILE PICS
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L SURBER                    D SALVATORE                L CASTALDO                    J ATKINSON

S REA                      N DELVECCHIO                    A NETO                      M GOZZERINI

E AKWA-DEI AGYEMANG            G CUOMO                  L PURCELL, M LEGHISSA & S VAUGHAN
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Gabriele BRINO  GOALKEEPER

The 6’3” shot shopper comes to Bangor with lots of experience for such a young 

keeper. Gabri has played at a very good level in Italy for a number of years already. 

Technically he is excellent. Very vocal and makes great saves as well as being very 

good with his feet too.

PLAYER PROFILES

Jack ATKINSON   GOALKEEPER

Jack is one of the crazier members of the squad. Very vocal and 

aggressive and one to watch out for in the future. Possesses great 

Quality and has all the attributes to be a top keeper. Previously with 

Everton, Shrewsbury and has recently been training at Wolves

Gennaro CUOMO   GOALKEEPER

A young but talented keeper. Makes some great saves and a 

fantastic lad around the group. Gennaro has shown huge 

improvement since coming joining the club and if he continues to 

progress he will have a real chance in the game.
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Eugenio DALIA  DEFENDER

A nightmare to play against. An extremely pacey and powerful player that love to 

defend. The right back can also play centre back and in a defensive midfield role. 

Excellent in the air and a great lad in and around the group.

Massimo SAMMARTINO   DEFENDER

Mass is a player with great pedigree having come through the youth system at AS 

Roma as well as training with the first team on a daily basis. His quality on the ball is 

frightening. The lightning quick full back is in the mould of Marcelo. 

David THOMPSON   DEFENDER

The central defender needs no introduction to Welsh football having spent a lot of his 

football career in the Welsh Premier League with Bala Town and Rhyl. A tough, vocal, 

leader that has a very sweet left foot. 

Lennie ARMSTRONG   DEFENDER

Lennie is a young defender in the mould of John Stones. He has bundles of quality and 

huge potential. Since coming in pre-season he has made the right sided Centre Back 

position his own. Excellent on the ball, brave in and out of possession and has a big 

future in the game  

Lucas SURBER   DEFENDER

The tall and experienced Argentinian central defender has bags of quality on the ball. 

Loves a slide tackle and can play 60 yards passes in his sleep. Lucas speaks a number 

of languages and has played football in 6 different countries. He also played in the 

Copa Libertadores. 

Massimo DE MARIA   DEFENDER/MIDFIELD

A versatile player that can play anywhere across the back line and in midfield. 

Massimo is still very young but has a real opportunity to progress in the game if he 

continues to work hard.

Davide SALVATORE   DEFENDER

Davide is a full back that is comfortable playing on the left and the right. Puts 

absolutely everything in to training and games and has improved hugely since arriving 

at Bangor in the summer. 

Yalany BAIO   MIDFIELD

Baio is in his third spell with the club and is very well known and loved by the Citizen 

faithful. He leaves it all on the pitch. Can play, can tackle and can organise. He will be 

a huge member of the squad this season.

PLAYER PROFILES
Francesco Di CRESCENZO DEFENDER

A sliky left footed central defender that can also play left back. Francesco is a new 

addition to the squad and will give us extra quality and balance to the group.

James THOMAS MIDFIELD

“Smiler” came in on the first day of pre-season. He has done great to get himself fit. He 

has an eye for a goal, can pick a fantastic pass and has great trickery. He fits right in 

with the group as he has a tan to die for too.  



Pavel VIEIRA  MIDFIELD

Pav has been excellent since coming back to Bangor. His work rate, communication 

and leadership skills have really benefitted the group. He has been captaining the 

side throughout pre-season.

Emanuele ZAMINGA   MIDFIELD

Zaminga was the shining light through the early part of pre-season with his quality on 

the ball and tireless work rate. Unfortunately suffered a nasty ankle injury which he has 

just got over and is now back in contention. 

Nicolas DELVECCHIO   MIDFIELD

One of the fittest members of the squad. Can play in the middle of the park as well as 

in wide areas. Fantastic from set-pieces. has great quality on the ball and likes to mix It 

too. Nicolas is also the son of AS Roma legend & former  Italy International Marco 

Delvecchio.

Aldair NETO   MIDFIELD

Neto is a Portuguese winger with unbelievable ability on the ball. Can twist and turn 

defenders inside out. He has scored and created a lot through pre-season and is a 

player that will get supporters up out of their seats. 

Emmanuel  AKWA-DEI AGYEMANG    FORWARD

The 6’3” winger has frightening power and pace. Excellent when running with the ball 

and a nightmare for any defender when getting faced up in a 1v1. Has scored and 

assisted a number of goals through pre-season & will get plenty more through the 

season

Harry BLACKBURN   FORWARD

H is our very own Inzaghi. Comes to life in the box and only needs one chance to score 

a goal. His work rate is fantastic and loves to play on the shoulder of the last man.

Francesco SERAFINO   MIDFIELD

Serafino is a tricky number ten that has tons of ability and energy. He works tirelessly 

for the team and has shown some real quality throughout pre-season. He is also very 

dangerous from set-pieces.  

Ashley RUANE   FORWARD

Ash has bags of experience and tons of goals in the Welsh system having played a 

large amount of career in the Welsh Premier League. Dangerous in and around the 

box and a real handful for opposing defenders.

Azizou ZOUMBARE   FORWARD

The 6’3” striker is a powerhouse. Fantastic with his back to goal bringing others in to 

play as well as dangerous in the air from crosses and running at defenders. Azi has had 

a few knocks and niggles in pre-season and is going to be a real menace this season 

once he gets himself fully fit. 

Francesco LEGHISSA   FORWARD

Franci is a player in the mould of a young Thierry Henry. Has great pace, trickery, an 

eye for goal and possibly the quickest feet in the squad. He is still only young but has 

the ability to go as far as he wants to in the game. He has a very bright future.

PLAYER PROFILES

Piero CAUTERUCCI MIDFIELD

Piero is one of those players that everyone loves to play with and hates to play 

against. Tough tackling midfielder in the mould of Gattuso. Leaves everything on the 

pitch and also has real quality on his left foot.







LATEST FIXTURES & STANDINGS
BANGOR CITY V LLANDUDNO   2:30PM

BUCKLEY TOWN V LLANRHAEADR 2:30PM

COLWYN BAY V LLANFAIR UNTED 2:30PM

CONWY BOROUGH V RUTHIN TOWN 2:30PM

FLINT TOWN UTD V LLANGEFNI TOWN 2:30PM

GRESFORD V GUILSFIELD 2:30PM

PORTHMADOG V PRESTATYN TOWN 2:30PM

RHYL V PENRHYNCOCH 2:30PM



CLUB HISTORY
Football in Llandudno dates back to 1878 when a club, probably known as Gloddaeth Rovers was in 

existence for around a decade. The club was formed for the purpose of providing activity for 

cricketers during their close season.SA full international Wales v Ireland was played on the “council 

field” in 1988.

Llandudno were founder members of the Welsh National League (North) in 1921 and were 

champions in 1923 and League Cup winners in 1930. The club won the N.W.C.F.A in 1926 and the 

North Wales Amateur Cup in 1929. Controversy struck the club in 1931 when the F.A.W instructed 

them to play East Wales, which Llandudno refused and were suspended.

Llandudno were also founder members of the Welsh League (North) in 1935 and remained in the 

league until war broke out in 1939 and then re-joined in 1945 up until 1974. Llandudno were 

league champions in 1936 and repeated the feat the following season, in addition the club 

regained the North Wales Amateur Cup in 1948 and 1962, the Alves Cup in 1951 and the Cookson 

Cup in 1965.

The club moved to its current home at Maesdu Park in 1991 after the “council field” was used for 

the construction of the ASDA store in the late 1970’s, now the new Parc MBi Maesdu. The current 

ground was official-ly opened in 1991 and floodlights were added in 1994. The following season 

saw the erection of a clubhouse and two small stands which provides covered seating for 130 

spectators.

The club has then went under major transitions, with the addition of a new press box, built by local 

lad Cyril “Ciz” Williams who tragically died while construction was ongoing, and it is surely a 

testament that such a great number of friends were determined to finish his work and the building 

stands as a fitting memorial to this wonderful man. In the 2004/05 season the current dressing 

rooms were built, and the grandstands with disabled access.

In the 2014/15 season major developments continued with the addition of a brand new entrance 

foyer, fitted with an educational suite, and a state of the art 3G pitch alongside the introduction of 

a thriving community arm, and for the first time in the clubs history Llandudno Football Club 

earned promotion into the Welsh Premier League. The club then reached an agreement with 

sportswear giants Adidas to be their official kit wear supplier until at least 2017, along with major 

kit sponsors from W.R.Davies Renault and the UPVC Outlet. The good news didn’t stop there as 

more redevelopments took place around the ground with the introduction of a brand new TV 

gantry and 75 seater stand.

At the end of the 2015/16 season, and in Llandudno’s debut year in the top tier of Welsh football, 

we gained automatic promotion to the Europa League after a third placed finish. Llandudno had 

earned themselves a tie against two time European Cup Winners IFK Goteborg in the first 

qualifying round, only to be outmuscled 7-1 on aggregate, with Danny Hughes the name in history 

scoring for his hometown club. An experience the club and the town were extremely proud of, and 

one that willnever be forgotten as we look to replicate it year upon year. All this wouldn’t be 

possible without the support and the dedication from our tirelessly working volunteers, and so 

here you find us as one club, one community.



PLAYER PROFILESSHAUN PEARSON

Shaun came up through the ranks at Llandudno’s academy, before moving on to Llangefni 

Town, he then followed his brother Mike Pearson for a spell in England at Barrow, before 

coming back to the Welsh system at Colwyn Bay. The goalkeeper went abroad to Australia 

for a spell with three different clubs, before returning to the Bay. Short periods at Airbus UK 

and Holywell Town came before coming back to Llandudno as our number one in the 

Summer of 2018, and is one of only two players to stay for the 2019/20 JD Cymru North 

season.

DAN STEPHENS

Coming up through the ranks at Wrexham, Dan is a mature centre back who is confident on 

the ball, he’s worked with manager Matthew Jones at Wrexham and is a player who he 

trusts. 

ANTHONY MARSHALL

Anthony is a Llandudno lad and came up through the ranks here at the academy and was 

initially brought into the first team last season but moved on to Conwy Borough where he 

enjoyed a very successful spell at Y Morfa which earnt him the return to Maesdu Park where 

he is now an important figure in the defence. Anthony has also started all three games this 

season.

LEWIS SIRRELL 

Lewis came up though Middlesbrough’s academy and has also played at Gateshead, before 

making the move to North Wales. Lewis has played under the manager at Denbigh, and has 

slotted nicely into the Llandudno defence where he can play centre back or full back.

GERWYN JONES

Gerwyn Jones is a strong centre back who is good on the ball, previous clubs include Rhyl, 

where he worked with current manager Matty Jones, as well as having a spell at Conwy 

Borough.

LIAM LANGFORD

Signed on the last day of the Summer transfer window, up through the ranks at Blackburn 

Rovers and more recently Wigan Athletic. Enjoyed a spell at Rhyl last season under Matty.

BAILEY JACKSON

Bailey Jackson’s Welsh footballing career started off at Airbus, he is a strong full back who 

isn’t afraid of putting a good cross in and getting down the left hand side of the pitch.

LEE THOMAS

Lee ‘Krusty’ Thomas is better known as a goalscoring forward but is currently playing at 

right-back for us and has picked up two assists in the opening six games. Lee is a club legend 

who was part of the squad that got promoted to the Welsh Premier League, and 

subsequently finished third and played against IFK Gotenburg in the Europa League 

qualifiers.



PLAYER PROFILES
DANNY HUGHES

Danny is now in his fourteenth season at Llandudno FC and can still do the business as 

shown in the season opener against Corwen this season scoring two and assisting one. 

Nicknamed ‘Jaggers’, he is the last remaining player of the 16/17 squad that featured in the 

Europa League qualifier against IFK Goteburg, where he scored Llandudno’s first and only 

goal in the competition. Also played at Rhyl in the Welsh Premier League for a season.

SAM DOWNEY

Sam Downey is an experienced midfielder who has also played for Rhyl and Denbigh at this 

level, he’s also had a spell at Lincoln, Corby Town and Icelandic team Leiknir Reykjavik

SCOTT MCHARRIE

Scott McHarrie is a young central midfielder who has got a lot of composure on the ball, 

played under Matty at Denbigh and was one of the first names brought into the club in the 

Summer as part of Matty’s rebuild.

JOE CAREY

Joe Carey came through the ranks at the club’s academy and was key part of Llandudno 

U19s last season before moving into men’s football on loan at Holywell Town last season, an 

impressive spell there did enough for Matty Jones to promote him to the first team and has 

made one appearance off the bench so far this season.

ARON JONES

Aron Jones is a product of the TNS academy, a forward who can play behind the striker or on 

the wing. Aron was at league runners up Flint Town United last season.

AARON POMEYIE

Pomeyie is a skilful and pacey left winger who was brought to Maesdu Park after impressing 

in a few games as a trialist. Has also played at Holywell Town and Rhyl.

ROBBIE PARRY

Robbie Parry was originally at Llandudno’s academy but went on to play at some of 

England’s top clubs at academy level at Liverpool, Wolves and Stoke, before earning a move 

to Cymru Premier side TNS, he then joined Llandudno on loan in the January transfer 

window of the 17/18 season. A successful spell at Bangor City followed last season before 

moving permanently to Maesdu Park this Summer.

JACOB FARLEIGH

Jacob Farleigh is a pacey and skilful attacking player who was a youngster at The New Saints 

and made a couple of Welsh Premier League appearances for the side, before moving on to 

Bangor City where he had a good spell under Gary Taylor-Fletcher. Injury has halted his 

season for us so far but he is due to be available soon



PLAYER PROFILES

DEAN SEAGER

Dean is a local lad who played for the Llandudno youth teams before coming through to the 

first team at the age of sixteen, played many games for us in the old Cymru Alliance and was 

with us during our first spell in the Welsh Premier League, but eventually went to Llandudno 

Junction and then Conwy Borough before returning to Maesdu Park where he has three 

goals in six games so far this season.

ALFONS FOSU MENSAH
Alfons is a Dutch striker who burst onto the Welsh scene at Airbus where he scored 16 goals 
in 22 league games for the Wingmen. That spell earned him a move to Llandudno in the 
Welsh Premier League, but he went on loan to Denbigh early on before getting recalled. He 
managed one goal in four Welsh Premier League appearances before he moved on to 
Marine. Matty has brought him back to Llandudno where he hopes he can rekindle his form 
showed at Airbus.









With 
FIRST TEAM COACH & GENERAL MANAGER 

Elliot Foster

Londoner Luke came in to the club two years ago shortly after leaving Southport FC as assistant manager. 

He has since held the role of general manager as well as the first-team coach.

Purcell oversees matches from the bench alongside boss Stephen Vaughan Jr. and David Mannix and has 

relished the additional responsibility. “Being on the training pitch and implementing things is all I have ever 

known as a player and a coach. Leaving everything in a session and a game is the basic requirement for us 

as staff and our players. We try to make the sessions a real blow with a proper intensity and purpose to them 

but they have to be enjoyable too. As we have all played, we know how important it is to keep the lads 

engaged and enthused. A happy footballer is simply a better footballer. They must buy in to the process and 

the culture that the gaffer has created and remember that the crest on the front of the shirt is more important 

than the name on the back of it. The lads know what is expected from the management team now. They 

have to give everything for the shirt which they are doing or they won’t play. The quality they have on the ball 

isn’t enough and they have to work both ways. Simple as that.”   

In the wake of the club’s away victory against Llangefni Town, Luke looked ahead to the next few fixtures.

“We’ve had a good, positive start to the season without setting the world alight. We’ve yet to taste defeat and 

we’ve looked solid. With the games coming thick and fast as well as the quality of teams coming up in the 

next month this will be a good indicator as to where we are as a group. The lads are performing well but not 

well enough for our liking and there’s still plenty of improvements to be made in possession, out of 

possession, in transition as well as from set-pieces,” Purcell says. “This league is a difficult one having 

experienced it last year and we feel the quality has improved again with the additional teams added, there 

are tough places to go to with crowds that are on your back all the time and every other week is another

derby. Therefore, you have to be able to adapt. You can’t always play expansive, exciting, free-flowing 

football. You also have to go to places and grind out results.”

Purcell is pleased that the outlook for the future is bright and that the club’s tumultuous times appear behind 

them following the sale to an Italian consortium led by Mr Domenico Serafino. “The potential of Bangor City 

is huge and is the reason I came to the club. I see and hear the passion and frustration from supporters and 

we are doing everything we can to get things right. I would not be here if I felt we had no ambition and just 

wanted to go through the motions.” 

On today’s game:

“We have done great to keep 4 clean sheets from 6 and only conceding 2 goals thus far but we can’t keep 

creating and making chances and then not put them away,” he continued. “Llandudno are no mugs and 

they’ve picked up some good wins so far this campaign. They’ve beaten good teams and seem to be hitting 

a good patch of form. With the likes of former players in their ranks in the shape of Jacob Farleigh and 

Robbie Parry who were fantastic for us last year, as well as Seagers and Alfons they pose a real goal threat. 

“We know what they’re about, we know what qualities they possess and the way they play having seen them 

play and if you give them time on the ball and time to play, they’ll do you damage, At the same time we need 

to focus on ourselves and what we do best. The lads are very confident and so long as we are keeping the 

back door closed we will make chances with the quality we have.”

Hot on the heels of today’s Llandudno fixture at the Eurogold Stadium is Tuesday’s Nathaniel MG Cup 

second-round tie against The New Saints which was set up after a victory over Conwy Borough courtesy of 

late Eugenio Dalia winner.

“It’s a good opportunity to see where we’re at as a team against one of the best teams in the country, to see 

the level we’re at,” he added. “As a team, we’ve not been together for too long, but you want to test yourself 

against the best teams and see what you’re about and what the level is.

“There are a few players who have come in and done really well for us so far and want to see what problems 

they can cause TNS. The Champions of Wales at home on a Tuesday night under the lights will be that test 

and it’s a game that needs to be a league game in the coming years.”

LUKE PURCELL



NEXT UP AT HOME
Tuesday 24TH September 2019      
Kick-Off 7:45PM 

v THE NEW SAINTS FC

BANGOR CITY FC    LLANDUDNO FC             
Manager: Stephen VAUGHAN Manager: Matthew JONES       
Asst Man: David MANNIX Coach: Stuart HOWSON
Coach: Luke PURCELL Coach: Roger JONES
Tech Director: Max LEGHISSA GK Coach: Dave GUINN

Colours: BLUE/BLUE/BLUE Colours: RED/RED/RED

1 Gabriele BRINO Shaun PEARSON
2 Eugenio DALIA Anthony MARSHALL
3 Francesco DI CRESCENZO Bailey JACKSON
4 Yalany BAIO Dan STEPHENS
5 Piero CAUTERUCCI Gerwyn JONES
6 David THOMPSON Joel HEWITT
7 Ashley RUANE Lewis SIRRELL

8 Pavel VIEIRA © Aaron POMPEYIE
9 Harry BLACKBURN Aron JONES
10 Francesco SERAFINO Bryan ROBERTS
12 Massimo SAMMARTINO Danny HUGHES
14 Azizou ZOUMBARE Jacob FARLEIGH
15 Damase KIWANDA Joseph CAREY
16 Lennie ARMSTRONG Sam DOWNEY
17 Francesco LEGHISSA Scott McHARRIE
20 Massimo DE MARIA Adam MONTGOMERY
21 Emanuele ZAMINGA Alfons FOSU-MENSAH
22 Lucas SURBER Lee THOMAS
23 Salvatore PASCARELLA Robbie PARRY
24 James THOMAS Dean SEAGER
25 Jack ATKINSON
26 Simone REA
27 Nicolas DELVECCHIO
28 Aldair NETO
29 Matteo GOZZERINI
30 Emmanuel AGYEMANG AKWA-DEI
41 Gennaro CUOMO

V

BANGOR CITY versus LLANDUDNO
SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2019 

KICK-OFF 2.30PM


